
Harmony, power and simplicity
in fluid handling.



Thanks to 40-plus years of experience in the design and
production of fluid handling technologies, today FPZ products
are the industry standard in over 200 different applications
with thousands of machines installed over 5 continents.

Agriculture 
Chemicals - Pharmaceuticals 
Food & Beverage 
Wood 
Construction 
Electronics 
Water Treatment 
Industrial Automation 
Textiles 
Healthcare  
Pulp, Paper and Printing 
Plastics 
Painting and Dyes 
Oil & Gas 
Packaging 
Metalworking and Mining

Our products:
an industry reference point.



1975
 foundation year

170
 people

100%
 european manufacture

100%
internal design  
and production

3000
versions of blowers, 
pumps and fans

3
years warranty

Worldwide 
service network

FPZ
simplicity

Every day we take steps forward to improve our 
customer’s satisfaction, our partner’s cooperation
and our employee’s fulfilment. By providing 
intelligent solutions in fluid handling,
we make it simple to collaborate with us.

Customer centricity

By listening to the needs of our customers, we put the whole
of our experience at their disposal, providing tailored solutions 
and professional advice.

Continuous innovation

Our methodology is a sample of our endless endeavour towards 
the improvement of our products and processes. Thanks to our 
constant investment, the testing of advanced technologies allows 
us to consolidate performances and reliability at every level.

People development

Valuing our people, active listening and mutual confidence,
as well as continuous education and training are the pillars of our 
philosophy that deeply represent the way we are.



Spring return pumps

Positive return pumps

Solenoid pumps

Doseuro
Metering pumps

Doseuro offers pumps
and systems for dosing chemical,
acid or basic liquid products.

Single-stage side channel blowers

Double-stage side channel blowers 

Effepizeta
Side channel blowers

Effepizeta designs and produces side
channel blowers to move air and technical
gases, including methane/biogas,
in compression and vacuum systems. 



Smart Solutions
Special projects

Development of customised 
products and solutions 
for specific customer needs.

Centrifugal fans

Axial fans

Arivent
Industrial fans

Arivent produces centrifugal fans, generally
used for the transport of clean, dusty, corrosive
and abrasive air and gas, and axial fans for
both civil and industrial applications.



FPZ
Worldwide sales network

Headquarter
FPZ
Concorezzo (MB), Italy

T. +39 039 690981
info@fpz.com

www.fpz.com

Direct
presence 
FPZ UK Ltd.
Andover Hampshire, UK

FPZ Austria GmbH
& Germany
Krems, Austria

FPZ France S.a.r.l.
St. Priest, France

FPZ España & Portugal
Spain

FPZ Russia
Moscow, Russia

FPZ Turkey
Istanbul, Turkey

FPZ, Inc.
Saukville, Wisconsin, USA

FPZ México
Zapopan, Jalisco, México

Agents and 
distributors

4
production plants

8
subsidiary branches

70
countries


